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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a system to experience emergent play within
a mixed reality environment. Real and virtual objects share a uni-
fied representation to allow joint interactions. These objects may
optionally contain an internal mental model to act autonomously
based on their beliefs about the world. The experience utilizes intu-
itive interaction patterns using voice, hand gestures and real object
manipulation. We author experience by specifying dependency
graphs and behavior models, which are extended to support player
interactions. Feedback is provided to ensure the system and player
share a common play experience, including awareness of obstacles
and potential solutions. An author can mix features from game,
story and agent-based experiences. We demonstrate our system
through an example adventure game using the Microsoft HoloLens.
KEYWORDS
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1 INTRODUCTION
We propose a system to enable emergent play in a mixed reality
environment with real and virtual objects. The play experience
may include a mixture of gameplay, narrative and agent-based in-
teractions. The player may creatively interact with the system to
progress the experience. We utilize the Microsoft HoloLens as the
mixed reality interface. It provides the spatial mapping to place vir-
tual objects within the real physical environment. We additionally
detect real objects in the environment and integrate properties of
real objects within the play experience.
Our paper makes the following main contributions to realize
this vision: (1) We have developed a common representation for
both real and virtual objects and a runtime instantiation strategy
so they may participate in the experience. (2) These objects may op-
tionally contain an internal mental model to act autonomously and
make decisions based on their beliefs about the world. (3) We de-
scribe a formalism for defining agent behavior, both in terms of the
execution of behavior and the visualization of required logical de-
pendencies. (4) We utilize techniques based on Interactive Behavior
Trees [14, 17] for accommodating natural player interaction with
real and virtual objects. This includes the use of feedback to ensure
the system and player share a common play experience, includ-
ing awareness of current obstacles and potential solutions. (5) Our
system allows for the design of mixed reality experiences, which
include characteristics of game, story and agent-based simulation.
We demonstrate our system through an example experience
depicted in Fig. 4, which presents an adventure game where the
player must overcome obstacles in order to achieve a goal. Obstacles
must be overcome by player interactions (e.g. using gesture, voice
and real objectmanipulation) to advance the experience. Our system
supports emergent play by giving the player feedback about the
current experience and the freedom for mixed reality interactions.
2 RELATEDWORK
Salen and Zimmerman broadly define play as free movement within
a more rigid structure [28]. The player drives the experience, for
example with the goal of “getting to know the properties of objects”
or exploration of what can I do with this object" [9]. Our aim is to
support emergent play in the context of gameplay, narrative and
agent interaction in mixed-reality environments.
Emergent gameplay refers to complex situations that emerge
from the interaction of relatively simple game mechanics. For ex-
ample, the game Scribblenauts [11] allows a player to spawn any
desired object to solve a puzzle. This is an example of intentional
emergence designed into the game. Another example of intentional
emergence can be found in games likeMinecraft [5, 23] where goals
can be achieved in multiple ways. Unintentional emergence may
happen when a player identifies an unintended use of a game fea-
ture. We aim to provide an environment where emergence can take
place.
Emergent Narrative may include narrative generation tech-
niques that are responsive to author input or user interaction. Our
work is inspired by the linear narrative generation system, CAN-
VAS, which enables computer-assisted authoring of 3D animated
stories [15]. We adopt aspects of the knowledge representation,
animation control and visualization to achieve our immersive play
experience. This work also motivates our hybrid representation in
which character behavior is defined by an external narrative script
or by an internal reasoning process [16].
Interactive narratives afford the player to alter the direction or
outcome of a storyline and offer awide spectrum of experiences [25].
Traditional choose your own adventure experiences offer a strong
story with manually-specified author intent. The opposite end of
this spectrum includes emergent narrative systems in which char-
acters in the story have strong autonomy and the authored intent is
automatically generated [1]. Games like The Sims [22] or Minecraft
[23] do not have a predefined story but rather allow the player to
create their own goals and let a story emerge from the possible
interactions. Furthermore interactive narrative experiences such as
Mimesis [31] and Merchant of Venice [24] offer strong story control
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of virtual characters while simultaneously supporting automati-
cally generated stories. Narrative experiences such as Façade [21]
are hybrid systems in which virtual characters in Façade exhibit
a balance of autonomy and story influence. Our system offers a
hybrid of pre-defined stories and an emergent narrative experience
for the player.
Emergent agent interactions require a notion of intelligent
agents and has been studied in cognitive science to explain the struc-
ture of the human mind in a comprehensive computer model [27].
The incorporation of intelligent agents allows a system to utilize au-
tonomous entities that observe the world and act according to their
own rationale. They react to changes in the world. One of the main
four classes of agents described by Weiss [29] is the Belief-Desire-
Intention model where each component is represented as a data
structure and is manipulated by the agents and its surroundings. We
also draw inspiration from Bratman’s theory of human practical
reasoning [4] to implement a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) soft-
ware architecture. Applying this model we create decision-theoretic
goal-based agents, which have beliefs about itself and other agents,
desires and possible actions to follow these desires.
Mixed-reality interaction techniques expand the possible
user interfaces where real world objects can provide an intuitive
way to interact with virtual content [32]. Intuitive manipulation
and interaction of physical objects that provide an interface to the
system is known as a Tangible AR interface [3] and is used in ex-
amples such as a table top environment [18] or a “MirageTable” [2].
A challenge of Tangible AR interfaces is to show users how to ma-
nipulate the real object to achieve the desired command. Providing
visual hints [30] can aid this process. We make use of real toys to
represent entities of the system and use their position and orien-
tation to provide input to the system. In addition to mixed-reality
techniques, we also support hand gestures [19, 20] and voice input
to provide a natural human interface.
3 OVERVIEW
Our goal is to create an emergent play experience by mixing real
and virtual objects. The objects have a common representation and
optionally an internal agent mental model which are both compati-
ble with our interaction design. The interactions are designed with
graphical representations. Visual and audible feedback during play
ensures the system and player share a common play experience.
Mixed-Reality Smart Objects. We apply the concept of smart
objects [13] to represent both real and virtual objects where smart
objects have states and affordances, which offer capabilities to in-
teract with other smart objects. Virtual objects may be wished into
existence and real objects may be introduced during game-play
with the system reacting to them. Smart objects can be redefined
during runtime by substituting the smart object script.
Intelligent Agent Architecture. In addition to specifying the
states and affordances associated with a smart object, we may de-
fine an internal agent model of the smart object. We choose a model
which embodies mental attitudes and model them with states and
affordances. The model operates on a shared state space and deter-
mines both when and which internal character behavior to execute.
We use dependency graphs to visualize the model and behavior
trees to implement the model.
Mixed-Reality Interaction Design. We support three user in-
teraction types: gesture, physical object manipulation and voice
commands. We use formalisms to specify these interactions and
their influence on the experience progression. We separate different
experience characteristics into game, story or agent simulation.
4 MIXED REALITY SMART OBJECTS
In Mixed Reality (MR), we represent all entities (both real and vir-
tual) as smart objects [13]. A smart object contains a set of states and
affordances (or capabilities) to interact. Having the same internal
representation of all real and virtual objects provides a consistent
specification and interaction possibilities of all objects in the world.
State. The states define the nature of a smart object such as “being
asleep” or “level of friendliness”. They can be represented by any
type (e.g. bool, enum, int). They are part of the shared state-space
of the system and can be accessed from anywhere in the system.
Since physical objects are also declared as smart objects they also
include states.
Affordance.Affordances define the interaction possibilities offered
by a smart object and can be invoked by the player, the smart object
itself or other smart objects. An example affordance of a smart
object could be to speak a defined string or navigate to a certain
position. Affordances are specified as execution nodes in a Behavior
Tree (BT) [6]. This allows handling of affordance results (success
or failure). Affordances can make changes to the shared state-space.
Instantiation. The states and affordances of a smart object are
defined in a smart object script. Smart object scripts are defined
in a hierarchical manner to support code reuse. Each smart object
will always inherit all the states and affordances of its predecessors.
The system instantiates a smart object by attaching a smart object
script to either a virtual or a tracked physical object. That way the
system grants interaction capabilities over the smart objects. The
hierarchy allows authoring of events (collection of affordances) that
require a certain subtype of smart object rather than specifying a
specific smart object. We support two types of instantiation, namely
pre-defined and dynamic.
An author may pre-define objects by attaching the desired smart
object script to it and configuring the initial states. This will allow
a player to spawn new objects into the world that are known to
the system. For example the player could speak “create a key” and
the system will instantiate the pre-defined object “key” as shown
in Fig. 4h. Given the hierarchical structure the player also has
the ability to introduce new undefined dynamic smart objects at
runtime by either physical or virtual means. The player can wish
for a virtual object which will result in a token being spawned with
a google image search to texture the desired object shown in Fig.
4d. After the player introduced a new object and defined it as a
certain type of smart object the system attaches the corresponding
smart object script and the object will inherit all affordances and
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during runtime the player is also able to reconfigure already existing
objects by redefining the smart object script.
5 INTELLIGENT AGENT ARCHITECTURE
We utilize a Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) based agent model [29] to
allow real and virtual smart objects to act autonomously and make
decisions based on their emotions and the state of the system.
5.1 Belief-Desire-Intention Model
Agent intelligence within the BDI model is specified with three
components: belief, desire and intention.
Belief. The belief states represent what the agent thinks of the
system. In a trivial case this will be the ground truth of the current
system, such as number of objects of a certain type in the world.
However, an agent’s belief must not necessarily reflect the actual
state of the system. It can be mislead by for example only letting
the agent observe part of the system and furthermore include emo-
tional beliefs (e.g. as the belief that another agent is friendly) which
cannot be trivially measured. A belief is represented as a state in
a smart object and is thus part of the shared state-space. It can
be of any type (e.g. bool, enum, int). Beliefs of a smart object are
influenced by changes of other states in the shared state-space. A
belief state is defined internally to the smart object itself.
Desire. The desire states represent the goals of the agent, i.e. the
desire to do something such as interacting with an object or run-
ning away from a certain area. As the aforementioned belief state a
desire is represented as a state in a smart object script. It can be of
any type and cannot directly be altered by any other means than
the smart object itself. Desires can be manipulated by changes of
other states in the shared state-space.
Intention. The intentions are the resulting actions the agent will
take given a defined combination of beliefs and desires. They are
represented as affordance calls in the system.
5.2 Behavior Tree Representation of
Belief-Desire-Intention Model
A BDI at its core is one or more intentions that are triggered by a
defined set of beliefs and desires. Beliefs and desires are in turn af-
fected by changes in the shared state-space. These dependencies can
be represented in a dependency graph. The concept of dependency
graphs have been used commercially in games such as DeathSpank
by Electronic Arts [8]. They show all state dependencies of an ex-
perience in the form of a polytree. Parents of every node are the
preconditions that must be met in order for the the node itself to
become true. This allows to author complex experiences better than
with a complex story graph where possible path flows would have
to be considered. It also aids the implementation of behavior trees
to perform routine checks on the changeable states.
Fig. 1 shows how a dependency graph can be used to visualize
how desires and beliefs influence intentions and are influenced by
the shared state-space. In the directed graph all parents of a node
must be fulfilled in order for the node to also be true or executed.
Figure 1: Inter-influence of belief, desire and intention. (a)
The belief that the tiger is not scary results in the desire to
touch the chest. (b) The desire to touch the chest and the
belief that the chest exists results in the agent intention to
touch the chest. (c) The belief that the tiger has roared re-
sults in the belief that the tiger is scary which results in the
agent intention to flee from the tiger.
Behavior Trees (BTs) [6, 12] are represented as hierarchical
nodes that control the flow of decision making of an AI entity. It
consists of nodes that are either the root, a control flow node or an
execution node. A BT is executed by sending a tick with a certain
frequency to the root node which forwards this tick to the execution
node defined by the control flow nodes. An execution node can
either return running, which will cause it to consume the next tick,
success or failure. Depending on the finish state (success or failure)
the control flow nodes send the next tick to a different execution
node. BTs can grow as complex as defined by the author.
The BT model allows sequential routine checking of all defined
states. Each state that can be influenced has a routine check of its
preconditions. Every node with one or more parent shown in Fig.
1 requires one routine check which is implemented as a sequence
in a BT. An example of such a mapping is shown in Fig. 2 with the
corresponding dependency graph depicted in Fig. 1b. It is imple-
mented as a sequence in a BT with the first two execution nodes
being leaf-asserts validating whether the desire to touch the chest
and the belief the chest exists are active. Should either of those
asserts fail the sequence will terminate, invalidate the intention and
restart. Should both of them succeed the last node, the touch chest
intention is executed. Intentions are implemented as an affordance
call of the smart object; in this case the touch-chest affordance.
Each smart object contains its own BT which is ticked indepen-
dently of any other BT. This allows introduction and removal of
smart objects with a BDI model during run-time. Discussion of
player interaction with the BT-based BDI can be found in Sec. 6.2.
6 MIXED-REALITY INTERACTION DESIGN
The goal of our system is to enable interactions between the mixed-
reality smart objects and the player. In this section, we describe how
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Selector (OR)
Desire to touch chest? Chest exists? Touch chest
Sequence (AND) Sequence (AND)
Stop touching chest
Figure 2: Behavior Tree of Belief-Desire-Intention module
shown in Fig. 1b involving the chicken and the chest
6.1 Supported Player Interactions
TheMicrosoft HoloLens offers several forms of player interaction to
enable a natural play experience. It does not require any controllers
leaving the hands of the user free to manipulate physical objects
and allows hand gestures. The interaction in our system should
be intuitive, require no prior knowledge or experience with MR
and no additional hardware setup. We thus chose 3 types of user
interaction possibilities:
Gesture Interaction. We included the standard air-tap gesture
defined and provided by the HoloLens. It can be configured to, for
example, select objects and move them if the corresponding smart
object allows it.
Real Object Interaction.We extended the system with the Vufo-
ria library [10] to allow real objects such as children’s toys to be
tracked and their position and orientation to be available for the
system to use. Manipulating its position or orientation can directly
influence states of the physical smart object and thus influence
the shared state-space. For example a toy animal’s rotation can
determine its state “is sleeping” by lying on its side.
Voice Interaction. The system was further extended by adding
SRGS grammar definition [7]. This allows to author the same com-
mand with different variables. For example the commands “show
me the ⟨obj⟩” and “go to the ⟨obj⟩” work in conjunction with the
variable definition ⟨obj⟩ = “dog”, “cat”, “ball”, “user”. The author can
then introduce new objects by only extending the ⟨obj⟩ list without
having to add all possible voice command combinations involving
the object.
6.2 Interactive Behavior Trees
We utilize the Interactive Behavior Trees (IBT) concept of Kapadia
et al. [14] to extend the notion of Behavior Trees (BT) [6, 12] to en-
able user interaction with the system. Our IBTs were implemented
using a library [26] that enables concurrent access to a globally
shared state-space by means of an exposed parameter interface.
We generate the following three main distinct subtrees to enable
interactions with the system: (1) An event-tree that contains all
the events (a collection of smart object affordances) which will
get triggered as soon as the corresponding event-state is activated.
(2) An interaction-tree which enables an interaction-state when
a corresponding user interaction mentioned in Sec. 6.1 was regis-
tered. (3) A state-monitor-tree that registers the interaction states,
Figure 3: Main dependency subtree showing player
interaction-state (red) and system states (green) as pre-
conditions for the system state “chest is opened”
checks authored preconditions and enables event states. This state-
monitoring-tree or main dependency tree can be visualized with
dependency graphs and implemented in a similar way as the BDI
models in Sec. 5.
Fig. 3 shows part of the main dependency graph used in our
resulting experience. Given a player interaction (red) we can an-
ticipate their intention and provide feedback if a precondition is
not yet met. The behavior tree mapping is done the same way as
shown in Sec. 5.2 with one main difference. If a leading assert (i.e.
one of the preconditions) fail we do not invalidate the intention but
let the player know why a precondition failed and possibly give a
hint on how to overcome the obstacle.
6.3 Experience characteristics
With our system we can author stories, games, agent-based simu-
lations or any mixture as desired. The characteristics of having a
pure game, story or agent simulation are described as follows. A
pure game experience will not progress without user interaction.
The aim is to solve a puzzle or overcome an obstacle. A pure story
experience will progress without player interaction. A player is
able to spectate what is taking place without having the ability to
influence the action. A pure agent-based simulation experience
is also unaffected by any user interaction, but unlike a story the
logical decisions of the smart objects and the calling of affordances
are not implemented on a global level but on agent-level in form of
a BDI for each smart object as described in Sec. 5.
Our concept allows authoring of a seamless hybrid of all three
experiences. The main dependency tree gives complete control to
the author to create any dependencies. A game requires player
interaction to achieve goals. Thus when designing a dependency
graph for a game a proportionally large amount of interaction-
states are assigned as a precondition to other states. This causes
the progression of the experience to be in the players hands and
the experience is strongly game-based. Reducing the amount of
interaction-states assigned as preconditions in the dependency
graph design will make the experience progress more on its own.
Events can be authored to invoke more affordances which can lead
to a single interaction having a large affect on the progression of the
experience. In addition we can define more states being changed in
the shared state-space after a single interaction. This can in return
result in more preconditions without interaction-state to succeed
and further progress the experience autonomously. Designing the
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and is a more passive experience for the player when compared to
a game-based experience.
The addition of smart objects that include a BDI-based agent
model is independent of the previous design choices. An author can
choose to have the intentions of a smart object with a BDI affect
the shared state-space which can make the smart objects part of the
game- or story-experience. The author may also choose to design a
dependency graph which ignores any states that are influenced by
the BDI model of a smart object. In that case the smart object will
appear to be a background character enhancing the world without
affecting it.
To ensure a smart object that includes a BDI will not override or
ignore a command from the main dependency tree the concept of a
“freedom-belief” is introduced. This belief-state is a precondition
for all intentions in the BDI model. If the main dependency tree
requires control over the smart object it can falsify the freedom-
belief. This will instantly disable all preconditions inside the BDI
model and allows the main dependency tree to call any affordance.
7 RESULTS
We demonstrate a seamless merge of all (game, story and agent
simulation) aspects of our system in an adventure game where the
user must open the chest by manipulating both real and virtual
objects. The resulting experience is shown in a storyboard in Fig.
4. Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b show the real and virtual world setup when
initializing the experience. After a player uses a voice command
to open the chest, a longer event is triggered (Fig. 4c) where the
protagonist walks to the chest then stops because chickens were
spawned and are flocking to the chest causing him to be scared. The
creation of a dynamic object “corn” (Fig. 4d) and definition as food
for chickens alters the belief of a subset of chickens that there is
chicken food in the world. This will affect their BDI and cause them
to run for the introduced object (Fig. 4e). Commanding to open
the chest will result in having the next hint provided that the tiger
could be woken up. Fig. 4f shows that the tiger is detected (orange
pin) and is in a sleeping state (visual “zzZ” and audible purring).
Changing its orientation (Fig. 4g) will result in the tiger waking
up. This will change the belief of the other subset of chickens,
causing them to flee from the tiger. Fig. 4h shows the player having
created a predefined object “key” which does not need to be defined
by the player. Fig. 4i shows the successful completion of the last
dependency by opening the chest.
8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
While we propose design concepts, we do not have a graphical
interface to facilitate the design process from conception to im-
plementation. Future work could include mapping of the IBT to
a dependency tree visualization. With a provided GUI to design
dependency graphs the author can be aided with detection of un-
reachable states. Further on the dependency graph could then be
exported to multiple routine checks represented in an IBT.
The system currently explores the design concepts, but does
not employ offline or online planning associated with IBT-based
systems. Future work can additionally incorporate planning to
generate play experiences based on user interaction.
Future work can also include a completely dynamic voice detec-
tion without having to be limited to a predefined grammar. This
would increase the possibilities of the user experience and speed up
development since no expected words would have to be pre-defined.
The creation of a dynamic object results in a questionnaire that
always starts at the top of the smart object hierarchy. The addition
of assumptions based on an obtained knowledge-base could speed
up or even replace the process of defining an unknown object.
9 CONCLUSION
We demonstrated an emergent play experience in a mixed reality
environment using the Microsoft HoloLens. A common represen-
tation has been applied to both real and virtual objects allowing
interaction within the play experience. The player has the option
to introduce new objects which are either pre-defined or defined
by the player at runtime. These objects optionally have an internal
mental model to autonomously respond to the environment. We
described an approach for representing complex system behavior
using a combination of dependency graph and behavior trees. We
additionally utilized techniques based on interactive behavior trees
for accommodating natural player interactions with real and vir-
tual objects. This includes the specification of player feedback to
ensure the system and the player share a common play experience.
Our interaction design allows for game, story and agent-based play
experiences.
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